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Abstract—This paper follows the spotlight of the Belt and Road Initiative, and focuses on the research of the exhibitor's proceedings of resource acquisition from international exhibition by utilizing the theoretical framework of temporary cluster. The study designs an investigation targeting exhibitors of China South Asia Expo, analyzes the exhibitors' fulfillment of resource aggregation, competition cooperation and knowledge spillover under the temporary cluster mechanism of resource integration, and then explores the theoretical explanation of international exhibition's transmission path of economic effect on exhibitors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Belt and Road Initiative leads a new phase of Yunnan's economic development. It upgrades a series of beneficial conditions including geographical convenience, good timing and favorable human relation to Yunnan Province. Geographical convenience, which stems from Yunnan's unique location, is the most appealing strong point. Technically, Yunnan is the only province in China that enables land transportation to both South Asia and Southeast Asia. When looking back to the map of The Belt and Road Initiative, it is easily found that Yunnan is rightly linked to the north of Silk Road. That is why Yunnan is officially named as a Province facing Sanya and taking two oceans on the shoulder. At present, The Belt and Road Initiative has been gradually implemented, which enlarges Yunnan's regional advantage, strategic importance and strength of people-to-people diplomacy. This good news promotes Yunnan's construction of the international transport corridors with neighboring countries, encourages Yunnan's confidence of the Greater Mekong sub regional economic cooperation in a new height, and motivates Yunnan's self establishment as a radiation center confronting South Asia and Southeast Asia. In this sense, Yunnan should take China South Asia Expo as a starting point to fully reach the countries involved in the plan of The Belt and Road and become an important builder of it.

Nevertheless, the academic research of China’s exhibition industry, which arising in the year of 1990, is still in the initial stage. The late appearance of investigation in China’s modern exhibition makes China’s previous academic achievements limited in amount and scope. Yang Yong [1], as the representative of most Chinese scholars, only paid attention to study on exhibition’s extensive economic and social effects in view of input-output model, but ignore the intermediate proceedings of transferring input into output, as well as the transmission mechanism of exhibition’s economic effects on the group of exhibitors. Although a small number of scholars like Wang Xiaowen [2] have tried to reveal the means and paths of transmission, his research object was subject to start-up companies, and there was no clear argument to the issue of ‘how the exhibition can produce economic effects on exhibitor and what kinds of actions taken are cost-efficient’.

Thus, this article will take the perspective of exhibitor, draw on the research framework of temporary cluster, and investigate China South Asia Expo to illustrate International Exhibition’s cluster impact on exhibitor’s resources integration.

II. THE THEORETICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEMPORARY CLUSTER AND INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

“Temporary cluster” is the derivation of the word "Cluster". Traditionally, the concept cluster is meant for permanent clusters, which have been defined and studied by different schools and reached a consensus already. With the enhancement of economic globalization, traditional clusters' regional preference and local diversity have been gradually weakened. Instead, the market tends to demand a new form of cluster to effectively put the global resource, workforce and capability all together. Many analysts of economic geography suggested that the economic interactions among members are not confined to the zone of permanent clusters. The parties of cluster begin to break through the border of their cluster, and makes use of the intermediary agencies or outer enterprises to establish a much more widespread social connections. This act will then enable entity in different business zone to bring about
information transmission, the network building and the knowledge innovation in long distance. However, the fact is that the relationship and trust established among enterprises will increasingly shorten due to the extension of distance. Only through an organized face-to-face communication can enterprises strengthen the sense of trust, which is a right opportunity for the birth of “Temporary cluster” [3].

The concept of “Temporary cluster” was formally put forward by Maskell, Bathelt and Malmberg in 2006 [4]. They defined the temporary cluster as a flow of specialized workforce through different places in a more compact way and relatively shorter time. In spite of the short duration, temporary clusters still can call global elements and business behaviors together, allowing members with similar commercial purpose to get their applicable business partners, fill the knowledge gap and encourage industry innovation.

With the emergence of temporary cluster theory, Malmberg linked “Temporary cluster” with “International exhibition” for the first time. Bathelt [5] pointed out in 2006 that international exhibition is the most significant category of temporary cluster, which is mainly reflected in its worldwide exchange of goods and information in a short period. That is to say the functions of international exhibition are all close to the effects of temporary cluster. International exhibition promotes enterprises to identify their partners from institutions in other regions, develop new trans-regional transactions, and build broader networks. The theoretical relationship between the temporary cluster and the international exhibition has implied the feasibility of research on exhibitors' resource integration of international exhibition from the perspective of temporary cluster.

III. TEMPORARY CLUSTER’S RESOURCE INTEGRATION EFFECT

Resources are the basis for the survival and development of enterprises. Since some resources are scarce, enterprises are forced to make resource integration for their optimum allocation. The theory of resource integration is originated from resource-based theory. In 1959, Penrose demonstrated the theory of “Organization's unbalanced growth” and formed the foundation of the resource-based theory. Wernerfelt [6] supported resource-based theory by holding the view business performance is essentially determined by its profile of resource. Thus, high performance is sourced from rare, valuable, hard to copy and non-susstitutable resources and capabilities.

However, resource-based theory is too much absorbed in utilization of internal resource, ignoring the discussion on obtaining the competitive advantages from external resources. To fill the gap in this field, the theory of resource integration is more likely to emphasize on cluster's role in resource optimization, in order to integrate some other resources from upstream to downstream in industry chain. Cluster’s resource integration effect was strongly testified by a considerable number of scholars, and systemized by Zheng Jian [7] who learn from Marshall's study on elements of cluster competitive advantage and shaped cluster’s resource integration effect into three dimensions, including resource aggregation, partnership establishment and knowledge spillover, as shown in figure 1.

Resource aggregation means the absorption of around natural endowments and capabilities when the cluster could offer collaborative environment and organizational synergy. Partnership establishment refers to the happenings of competition and cooperation among entities in the industrial chain. The so-called knowledge spillover represents the improvement of cluster member's knowledge level through the transmission of specialized know-how from one to another. These three dimensions set up a theoretical framework of resource integration effect within the cluster, but unfortunately no scholars have utilized these results to further discuss the role of temporary cluster particularly. In this case, international exhibition could be a sensible starting point of extensive study on temporary cluster’s resource integration effect.

IV. STUDY ON RESOURCE INTEGRATION EFFECT OF CHINA-SOUTH ASIA EXPO

According to the above theoretical framework of cluster’s resource integration effect, this research selects one of most typical international exhibitions in Yunnan, China-South Asia Expo as the investigation target. Data from the third round of China-South Asia Expo in 2015 was collected by survey to make up a case study of temporary cluster's resource integration effect on participating enterprises. The investigation covers exhibitors from China, Southeast Asia and South Asia, a great number of whom are manufacturers and retailer mainly in the fields of light industry and agricultural product processing industry. 47.76% exhibitors are small enterprises in scale of 10-100 people, 40.59% of participating enterprises have 1-5 years' experience in exhibition, and 62.07% of them engage in exporting to China while 87.27% exhibitors consider Yunnan as the key foreign market. The structure of the survey's sample seems to be remarkable according to those conditions, so this paper continues to figure out the Expo's resource integration effect on exhibitors in three dimensions including resource aggregation, partnership establishment and knowledge spillover.

A. Assessment of Resource Aggregation

The resource aggregation of international exhibition is driven by customer demand, capital, labor force and technology. As a form of temporary cluster, both sides of supply and demand in the stadium of international exhibition could effectively overcome the geographic deviation between supplier and buyer. International exhibition offers a best occasion for short meeting, negotiation and interaction so that exhibitors are more likely to touch high quality target customers in the short term. The temporary cluster could then contribute to an efficient concentration and flow of the
production factors which are eventually transformed into the four measurable achievements of trading volume, sales contracts, technical transfer and venture agreement. In the case of China-South Asia Expo, the effectiveness of resources aggregation is assessed by the gap size between exhibitors’ expectations of the above four achievement and their actual deals.

As shown in the statistics of exhibitors’ exceptions regarding resource aggregation, more than half of company’s strongest purpose in China-South Asia Expo is to trade goods. The specific expectation of trade volume are measured in figure 2 that 58% of exhibitors are supposed to have a medium and large trade volume in the Expo, and only 6.4% exhibitors express a low expectations for the business growth whose exhibition location is usually not favorable.

When looking at the real status of source aggregation in the Expo, the study detailed the investigation of above four appearances of resource aggregation respectively as shown in figure 3. First, survey of trading volume displays that 46.53% exhibitors are satisfied with the transactions and 13.37% merchants cannot reach the expectation. It is worth noting that the trading volume of the jewelry is obviously higher than that of other zones, while the transaction amount of manual painting and national costume is relatively small, revealing the reality that the supply and demand in such area are not matched. Second, the sales contract signed during the Expo are largely praised by exhibitors, leaving 27.64% of contract deals under the expectation. Third, the evaluation of technical transfer is depressed with only 19.55% participant succeeding in transfer of technological patents and 40.91% of the exhibitors failing to take the expected value. Forth, up to 37.25% exhibitors could not make a consensus with investors, but successful venture agreement still accounts for 25%.

C. Assessment of Knowledge Spillover

The main impacts of knowledge spillovers in temporary clusters could be knowledge innovation, learning ability and communication capability [8]. In China-South Asia Expo, knowledge innovation is generated by exhibitors’ mutual absorption of know-how, and it grows in process of informal touch, casual conversation and ordinary transaction. The investigation displays that exhibitors in the Expo have plain performance in acquiring new technology and knowledge. 25.76% of the exhibitors believe that the number of innovative resources has reached their expectations, but around half of the

B. Assessment of Partnership Establishment

When designing the criteria of partnership establishment, the study technically tracks the changes of relationships in three groups like “supplier and exhibitor ”, “distributor and exhibitor” and “exhibitor and exhibitor” to then identify the exhibitors’ willingness and competence to make strategic alliance in China-South Asia Expo.

The investigation found that there are 16% exhibitors in China-South Asia Expo in serious shortage of building social connections as shown in the figure 4. Being more specific, 32.38% of exhibitors hold the views that the establishment of supply channels was not remarkable, and the dissatisfied voices are obviously more than the satisfied ones. That means most exhibitors didn’t produce a strong partnership with potential suppliers. With regards to the “distributor and exhibitor”, the cluster of distributing partners is also unsatisfactory. There are a small number exhibitors in percentage of 27% optimize their sales network in the Expo, and nearly 29.5% of the exhibitors think that new distributors and dealers are less than expected and unqualified. Turning to the partnership of “exhibitor and exhibitor”, frequency of interactions inside the zone is 12.32% higher than rate of exchanges outside the zone. 50% or more exhibitors noted that knowledge of competitors and substitutes tends to be adequate in the Expo, as well as the communication with people in other fields. Apart from “exhibitor and exhibitor”, the partnership establishment of "supplier and exhibitor " and "distributor and exhibitor" still remains a weak level in China-South Asia Expo.
exhibitors are not impressive by others innovation. What is more, 13.13% of the exhibitors reflected a bad experience of observing new technical outputs in the exhibition. Correspondingly, only 13.86% of exhibitors assumes to find technological breakthrough in the China-South Asia Expo. All this implies the proportion of innovation-led enterprises is relatively small in the Expo.

The learning ability of temporary clusters could be simply considered as absorptive capacity of knowledge. Similar to modes of knowledge innovation, exhibitors largely depend on conscious and unconscious meeting, customer feedback and regular observation to imitate leading enterprise. It is interesting to see that exhibitors in the Expo have a strong sense of communication, 56.51% of which favors learn and exchange in the same fields. On the contrary, 43.84% exhibitors actively seek to get knowledge of their peers in different fields. Attention should be paid to 19% of the actual technical transfer in the Expo, which explains an inadequate utility of knowledge behind the learning ability.

The above truth reflects that the existence of “path dependence” in knowledge exchange is in terms of information channel of knowledge spillovers. For many temporary clusters, new knowledge must be finally spread to the superior management level of each enterprise. Whether the channel of knowledge diffusion is smooth or not is determined by the carrier of knowledge transfer, the similarity of the inner information structure and the outer ones, and the frequency of inputting new information to original information system. If the participating enterprise of China-South Asia Expo cannot restructure the innovative information effectively with past knowledge, and eventually adopt the combined know-how through the whole enterprises, they will lose the significance of participating in the temporary cluster. Therefore, the knowledge blended process is not an independent matter happened in the exhibition site, but require a continuous off-site diffusion in the exhibitors’ all levels of department to truly realize the training and renewal of the core competence.

V. CONCLUSION

This article takes a case study of China-South Asia Expo to explore a deep understanding of the mechanism of resource integration in temporary cluster. Meanwhile, the international exhibition’s effects of resource aggregation, partnership establishment and knowledge spillover on exhibitors significantly respond to The Belt and Road Initiative’s influence on micro-level parties. The founding of the study concludes that the three dimensions of resource integration effect are not synchronous China-South Asia Expo, when knowledge spillover is seriously lagging behind. It could be a strategic highlights for the organizer of China-South Asia Expo. Even though the mechanism of resource integration in China’s international exhibition made an initial progress in this study, it is worth noting that China South Asia Expo could not explains other forms of international exhibitions in China. Therefore, it is necessary to further testify the theoretical framework of resources integration effect in other cases of temporary cluster.
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